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Abstract The Blind Source Separation problem con-
sists in estimating a set of unknown source signals from

their measured combinations. It was only investigated

in a non-quantum framework up to now. We propose

its first quantum extensions. We thus introduce the

Quantum Source Separation field, investigating both its
blind and non-blind configurations. More precisely, we

show how to retrieve individual quantum bits (qubits)

only from the global state resulting from their undesired

coupling. We consider cylindrical-symmetry Heisenberg
coupling, which e.g. occurs when two electron spins in-

teract through exchange. We first propose several qubit

uncoupling methods which typically measure repeat-

edly the coupled quantum states resulting from indi-

vidual qubits preparations, and which then statistically
process the classical data provided by these measure-

ments. Numerical tests prove the effectiveness of these

methods. We then derive a combination of quantum

gates for performing qubit uncoupling, thus avoiding
repeated qubit preparations and irreversible measure-

ments.
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1 Introduction

Various areas within the information processing field
developed very rapidly during the last decades. This

includes the generic Blind Source (or Signal) Separa-

tion (BSS) problem, which consists in estimating a set

of unknown source signals from a set of observed (i.e.
measured) signals which are so-called mixtures1, i.e.

combinations, of these source signals [10], [12], [13],

[24], [25]. BSS methods thus apply to a wide range

of signal denoising and component extraction problems

(see e.g. Chapter 16 of [13] for an overview). This es-
pecially concerns communications, e.g. when a set of

radio-frequency reception antennas provide linear com-

binations (which are a simple class of ”mixtures”) of

several emitted signals and one aims at retrieving each
emitted signal only from their received combinations

(see e.g. a typical application in [16] and the survey

presented in Chapter 17 of [13]). Similarly, this applies

to the generic acoustic configuration based on a set of
microphones, which perform recordings in a room where

several people are simultaneously talking (this is known

as the ”cocktail party” effect). Each microphone then

records a superposition of filtered speech signals, and

BSS methods aim at extracting each original speech
signal from all available microphone recordings (see e.g.

[28] and Chapter 19 of [13]). Applications of BSS ap-

proaches have also been reported in many other fields,

1 The word ”mixture” and related terms are used in the
BSS sense in all this paper: we are not considering ”statisti-
cal mixtures” in the Quantum Physics sense, as detailed in
Appendix A.
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especially in the biomedical domain (see e.g. [32] and

Chapter 18 of [13]).

Another growing area is Quantum Information Pro-

cessing (QIP), which is closely related to Quantum Phy-

sics (QP) [6], [9], [30], [35]. QIP uses abstract represen-
tations of systems whose behavior is requested to obey

the laws of QP. This already yielded new and powerful

information processing methods, to be contrasted with

”classical”, i.e. non-quantum, methods such as the ex-
isting above-mentioned BSS approaches. Their effective

implementation then requires one to develop practical

quantum systems, which is only an emerging topic to-

day [30].

To our knowledge, no connection has been made be-
tween the classical BSS and QIP/QP areas in any jour-

nal before this paper. One may expect, however, that

undesired ”coupling” between individual ”signals” (i.e.

quantum states) will also have to be considered in the
QIP/QP area. Such a coupling e.g. occurs when two

electron spins interact through exchange. In this pa-

per, we consider two spins with cylindrical-symmetry

Heisenberg coupling and we investigate how each in-

dividual spin state may be retrieved from the global
state resulting from that coupling. We thus introduce

quantum extensions of the ”fully classical” BSS field

(i.e. BSS for initially classical signals and with classical

processing means). As a consequence of Bohr’s corre-
spondence principle, any classical phenomenon can be

viewed as the limit of some quantum phenomenon. An

extension of BSS from the classical to the quantum do-

main is therefore legitimate, even if it is not a direct

consequence of the development of experimental meth-
ods and/or theoretical advances in the QIP field. Our

approach for introducing quantum BSS is also relevant

because, to a large extent, classical BSS belongs to the

more general Statistical Signal Processing (SSP) field:
since QIP and QP are essentially based on a probabilis-

tic view of physical phenomena, trying to bridge the

gap between SSP/BSS and QIP/QP is a priori a rea-

sonable attempt.

The proposed extensions of the (B)SS field to the
quantum domain may yield two types of separation

methods and two types of applications because, whereas

both the initial data (source signals) and their

mixtures resulting from undesired coupling have
a quantum nature, these mixtures may be pro-

cessed either by classical means (after measure-

ments) or by quantum means. In this paper, we

investigate both types of processing which allow to re-

trieve quantum source information:

– we first propose methods using measurements (of

quantum observables). In that context, a major fea-

ture of the (B)SS problem is that, whatever the de-

tails of the measurement process, these measurements

necessarily lead to classical data, and hence to clas-

sical processing (i.e. processing of classical data).

Therefore, without having to wait for the develop-

ment of practical quantum circuits, this classical-
processing version of our approach already applies

to possible experiments requiring methods for re-

trieving information about individual quantum states

from measurements performed after undesired cou-
pling between these states, e.g. when dealing with

quantum phenomena involving electron or nuclear

spins 1/2.

– We then more briefly examine a method where the

processed data are still in quantum form (i.e. no
measurements are performed before processing). Our

method for quantum processing was clearly suggested

by the already existing experimental and theoreti-

cal results in the field of quantum computing. The
general principles used in that field, rooted in the

ideas mainly introduced by Feynman [20], [21], Be-

nioff [4], Deutsch [14] and Bennett [5], and respect-

ing the postulates of quantum mechanics, have been

successfully tested experimentally. This is especially
true for the unitary time evolution of the quantum

gates, e.g. tested using high resolution liquid state

pulsed NMR.

In this context, a potential application of our quan-
tum extensions of (B)SS concerns the core of fu-

ture quantum computers, where both the data to

be processed and the processing means will have

a quantum nature. When developing our quantum-

processing method, we keep the usual approach of
quantum computing, thoroughly presented in the

reference book [30], which e.g. states that ”a quan-

tum computer is built from a quantum circuit con-

taining wires and elementary quantum gates to carry
around and manipulate the quantum information”

(p. 17).

In our quantum-processing method, once the quan-

tum source information has been retrieved, it has of

course to be used. It may e.g. be decided that quan-
tum measurements should be made (reading). This

last step is outside the subject of source separation,

a point of view similar to that adopted in quantum

computing, as can be e.g. again seen in [30]. Its au-
thors: 1) state that ”a final element used in quan-

tum circuits, almost implicitly sometimes, is mea-

surement” (p. 185), 2) consider that both the very

first stage for preparing the input quantum states

and the final stage for reading the final quantum
data are not part of the core quantum circuit struc-

ture, so that these stages are most often omitted

from the representations of these circuits, as is done
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e.g. for the quantum circuit implementing Deutsch’s

algorithm (p. 33) or for the circuit devoted to the

quantum Fourier transform (p. 219).

As explicitely stated in [30], (p. 324): ”Traditional

quantum computation requires the system be pre-
pared in a pure state”. Keeping the case of NMR

quantum gates, since a high number of nuclear spins

are involved in NMR experiments, the so-called pseudo-

pure states rather than pure states are then used.
However, experiments with electron spins using a

single (or a small number of) spin(s) are under de-

velopment [27], [34], [39]. The present paper, when

briefly considering physical rather than formal quan-

tum bits (qubits), implicitly refers to experiments of
the latter kind, involving a few quantum particles,

which are not restricted to electron spins, but are far

more general. One may think both of the Devoret

group using the charge of electron in single-electron
devices [19], [31], or using carbon nanotubes for the

implementation of quantum wires [36] and of several

groups working with molecules in the optical range

[29].

The necessity of considering a pair of simple signals
with undesired coupling in this introductory paper

presently limits this application to quantum com-

puting, excluding e.g. the correction of the conse-

quences of a possible undesired coupling betwen the
outputs of two-input quantum gates.

One should once for all note that, whereas we are

here concerned with configurations where one aims

at extracting information about quantum states af-

ter undesired coupling (following Heisenberg’s model),
on the contrary a two-qubit gate using liquid NMR

takes advantage [37] of the scalar coupling [1].

The remainder of this article contains parts of dif-

ferent natures, i.e. mainly dealing with SSP/BSS or

QIP/QP. It is organized as follows. In Section 2, we re-
mind the reader of a major QIP concept used through-

out this paper, i.e. the qubit (for a more detailed pre-

sentation of QIP, see [30]). Section 2 also describes the

temporal evolution of a qubit, which is of utmost im-
portance for the quantum data analyzed in this paper.

Based on this general qubit concept, we then move in

Section 3 to the specific quantum data model consid-

ered in this paper, which consists of two qubits cou-

pled according to the cylindrical-symmetry Heisenberg
model. We first define the resulting system quantum

state itself, and then determine the expressions of the

classical data derived from these coupled qubits by means

of measurements. These classical data are the ”mixed
observations” (in the BSS sense) which may then be

processed by classical BSS methods. The ”mixing model”

thus obtained turns out to be nonlinear and different

from those previously studied in the classical BSS lit-

erature (for a survey of nonlinear BSS, see e.g. [13],

[25]). Therefore, in Section 4 we propose various classi-

cal signal separation methods for processing such mixed

observations, considering ”ideal”, non-blind and blind
configurations. The performance of the three types of

methods thus introduced is assessed by means of numer-

ical tests in Section 5. Then, as a quantum-processing

alternative to the above classical-processing methods,
in Section 6 we propose a quantum circuit structure for

directly processing the coupled qubits, so as to restore

their original uncoupled values. Conclusions are drawn

from this investigation in Section 7, and more specific

topics are detailed in the appendices. In particular, Ap-
pendix B details some aspects of the relationship be-

tween the Quantum Source Separation (QSS) field that

we introduce in this paper and some other fields within

the QIP domain, in addition to their relationships de-
scribed above.

2 Definition of a single qubit

The fundamental concept used in abstract QIP is the

quantum bit, or qubit. While a (classical) bit can only
take two values, usually denoted 1 and 0, a qubit may

be in any state |ψ > expressed as

|ψ >= α|+ > + β|− > (1)

in the basis defined by the two orthonormal vectors that
we denote |+ > and |− > hereafter2, where α and β

are two complex-valued coefficients constrained to meet

the condition

|α|2 + |β|2 = 1 (2)

which expresses that the state |ψ > is normalized. From

a QP point of view, this abstract mathematical model

especially concerns electron or nuclear spins 1/2, which

are quantum (i.e. non-classical) objects. The compo-
nent of such a spin along a given arbitrary axis Oz

defines a two-dimensional linear operator sz. The two

eigenvalues of this operator are equal to + 1
2 and − 1

2 in

normalized units, and the corresponding eigenvectors

are therefore denoted |+ > and |− >. The value ob-
tained when measuring this spin component can only

be + 1
2 or − 1

2 . Moreover, let us assume this spin is in

the state |ψ > defined by (1) when performing such a

2 These vectors |+ > and |− > are often respectively de-
noted as |0 > and |1 > (see e.g. [30]). We here use the no-
tations |+ > and |− >, and the resulting notations for the
basis B+ = {| + + >, | + − >, | − + >, | − − >} introduced
in Section 3, in order to avoid confusion with the vectors of
the other basis that we also have to consider specifically in
this paper, i.e. B1 = {|1, 1 >, |1, 0 >, |0, 0 >, |1,−1 >} (see
Appendix C).
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measurement. Then, the probability that the measured

value is equal to + 1
2 (respectively − 1

2 ) is equal to |α|2
(respectively |β|2), i.e. to the squared modulus of the

coefficient in (1) of the associated eigenvector |+ > (re-

spectively |− >).

The above discussion concerns the state of the con-

sidered spin at a given time. In addition, this state
evolves with time. The spin is here supposed to be

placed in a magnetic field and thus coupled to it. The

time interval when it is considered is assumed to be

short enough for the coupling between the spin and

its environment to be negligible. In these conditions,
the spin has a Hamiltonian. Therefore, if the spin state

|ψ(t0) > at time t0 is defined by (1), it then evolves ac-

cording to Schrödinger’s equation and its value at any

time t is

|ψ(t) >= αe−iωp(t−t0)|+ > +βe−iωm(t−t0)|− > (3)

where i = (−1)
1
2 and the real (angular) frequencies ωp

and ωm depend on the considered physical setup.

3 Coupling/mixing models for two qubits

3.1 Quantum point of view: spin coupling model

Future QIP systems will simultaneously handle several

qubits, which will e.g. be physically implemented as sets

of spins. One may expect that undesired coupling be-
tween these spins will appear in quantum physical se-

tups, in the same way as current classical signal process-

ing systems involve undesired signal coupling. We here

consider a system composed of two such distinguishable
spins. These spins are assumed to be coupled accord-

ing to the version of the Heisenberg model which has

a cylindrical-symmetry axis, denoted Oz (this includes

the isotropic Heisenberg model as a specific case). These

spins are supposed to be placed in a magnetic field (also
oriented along Oz and with a magnitude B) and thus

coupled to it. Moreover, we assume an isotropic g ten-

sor, with principal value g. Here again, the time interval

when these spins are considered is supposed to be short
enough for their coupling with their environment to be

negligible. In these conditions, the temporal evolution

of the system composed of these two spins is governed

by the following Hamiltonian

H = Gs1zB +Gs2zB − 2Jxy(s1xs2x + s1ys2y)

−2Jzs1zs2z (4)

where:

• G = gµe, where µe is the Bohr magneton, i.e.

µe = eh̄/2me = 0.927 × 10−23JT−1,

• six, siy, siz , with i = 1, 2, are the three compo-

nents of the vector operator −→si associated with

spin i in a cartesian frame,

• Jxy and Jz are the principal values of the ex-

change tensor.

We then assume that these two spins, called spin

1 and spin 2 hereafter, are respectively initialized with

states

|ψ1(t0) >= α1|+ > +β1|− > (5)

and

|ψ2(t0) >= α2|+ > +β2|− > (6)

at a given time t0. The |+ > vectors in (5) and (6) are

different: they are respectively associated with spin 1

and spin 2. These spins are then coupled according to
the above-defined model for t ≥ t0.

Hereafter, we consider the state |ψ(t) > of the over-

all system composed of these two distinguishable spins.

At time t0, this state is equal to the tensor product

of the states of both spins defined in (5)-(6). It may
therefore be expressed as

|ψ(t0) > = |ψ1(t0) > ⊗ |ψ2(t0) > (7)

= α1α2| + + > +α1β2| + − >

+β1α2| − + > +β1β2| − − > (8)

in the four-dimensional basis B+ = {| + + >, | + − >

, | − + >, | − − >} which corresponds to the operators

s1z and s2z respectively associated with the components

of the two spins along the symmetry axis Oz.
The state of this two-spin system then evolves with

time. Its value at any subsequent time t may be de-

rived from its above-defined Hamiltonian. We show in

Appendix C that it reads

|ψ(t) >=

4
∑

j=1

cj(t− t0)|bj > (9)

where |bj > are the basis vectors composing the four-

dimensional basis B+ and the expressions of the corre-
sponding amplitudes cj(t− t0) are detailed in (68).

We here started from a concrete (i.e. physical) setup,

thus considering a QP point of view. This led us to the

state expression in (9). From here on, we move to an
abstract QIP point of view, and we aim at restoring the

state of each qubit at time t0 only from the state of the

qubit pair at time t > t0 as described by (9).

3.2 Statistical signal processing point of view: new
mixing model for classical-processing separation

methods

The first approach proposed in this paper consists in

converting the above overall quantum state into clas-
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sical data by performing measurements, and then pro-

cessing the latter data with classical means. We here

derive the model of these classical data, while the as-

sociated processing methods will then be described in

Section 4.

This approach is based on a ”repeated write/read”
(RWR) procedure, which consists in performingK times

the same ”write/read” step. In each occurence k of

this step, a user W first writes (i.e. prepares) both

qubits at time tw(k), respectively with the states de-

fined in (5)-(6), and then, at time tr(k), a user R reads
the state of the system composed of the two coupled

qubits. This state is defined by (9), with (t − t0) re-

placed by T (k) = tr(k) − tw(k), which yields the co-

efficients cj(T (k)). Reading the system’s state means
that user R measures the couple of values associated

with s1z and s2z. This couple is then equal (in normal-

ized units) to one of the four possible values (+ 1
2 ,+

1
2 ),

(+ 1
2 ,− 1

2 ), (− 1
2 ,+

1
2 ) and (− 1

2 ,− 1
2 ), respectively with

probabilities3 p1, p2, p3 and p4 equal to the squared
moduli of the coefficients cj(T (k)) associated with the

states composing B+ in the modified version of (9), i.e.

|cj(T (k))|2 = pj ∀ j ∈ {1 . . . 4}. (10)

Using the expressions of the coefficients cj provided
in (68), Eq. (10) reads

∣

∣

∣
α1α2e

−iω1,1T (k)
∣

∣

∣

2

= p1 (11)

1

4

∣

∣

∣
(α1β2 + β1α2)e

−iω1,0T (k)

+(α1β2 − β1α2)e
−iω0,0T (k)

∣

∣

∣

2

= p2 (12)

1

4

∣

∣

∣
(α1β2 + β1α2)e

−iω1,0T (k)

−(α1β2 − β1α2)e
−iω0,0T (k)

∣

∣

∣

2

= p3 (13)

∣

∣

∣
β1β2e

−iω1,−1T (k)
∣

∣

∣

2

= p4. (14)

Eq. (11) and (14) do not depend on their phase fac-
tors, i.e. they reduce to

|α1α2|2 = p1 (15)

|β1β2|2 = p4. (16)

3 We provided a preliminary description related to this mix-
ing model in our conference papers [17],[18]. As compared to
these papers, we here modify the respective indices of the
probabilities associated with the four possible measured val-
ues. This modification is made in order for these indices to
be directly related to the order of the corresponding vectors
in the above-defined basis B+. Similarly, as compared to our
conference papers, we here reorder the vectors in basis B1,
which is defined in Appendix C. This aims at simplifying the
description of the quantum-processing approach which is in-
troduced in Section 6, which was not considered at all in our
conference papers.

In order to use our statistical signal processing (SSP)

approach, (12)-(13) should involve the same parameter

values in all occurences k of the write/read step. The

write-read time interval T (k) should therefore be the

same for all occurences. It is denoted T hereafter.
Estimates of p1 to p4 may then be straightforwardly

obtained as the relative frequencies of occurence of the

four values (+ 1
2 ,+

1
2 ) to (− 1

2 ,− 1
2 ) respectively, in the

measurements of our RWR procedure4. Unfortunately,
as a consequence of the exchange coupling, these esti-

mated probabilities do not directly yield the parame-

ters αi and βi that user R aims at determining, i.e. the

considered two qubits are ”mixed” (in the source sep-

aration sense) in these measured data defined by (12),
(13), (15) and (16). This therefore defines a new prob-

lem similar to fully classical Source (or Signal) Sepa-

ration (SS). The new nonlinear SS configuration thus

obtained involves the following three items at this pre-

liminary stage: (i) the observed data consist of the mea-

sured probabilities p1 to p4, (ii) the ”source signals” to

be extracted from them are the parameters αi and βi

and (iii) the unknown coefficients of the considered set

of nonlinear ”mixing” (in SS terms) equations are the
frequencies ωi,j . These three items deserve the following

comments.

Let us first note that the equations in the complete

mixture model, i.e. (12), (13), (15), (16), are partly re-
dundant: we always have

p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 1 (17)

because the initial states defined by (5)-(6), are nor-

malized, so that the state |ψ(tw(k)) > defined by (7)

is normalized, and this state then evolves according to

Schrödinger’s equation, which keeps norm unchanged.

We therefore only consider p1, p2 and p4 as the ob-
served data hereafter, and (12), (15), (16) as the mixing

equations5. Using standard SS notations, the ”observa-

tion vector” (composed of the measured parameters) is

therefore x = [x1, x2, x3]
T with x1 = p1, x2 = p2 and

x3 = p4, and where T stands for transpose.

To derive the final expressions of the mixing model

and the definition of sources, we then express each com-

plex-valued qubit parameter in polar form, i.e.

α1 = r1e
iθ1 β1 = q1e

iφ1 α2 = r2e
iθ2 β2 = q2e

iφ2 .

(18)

4 Instead of this sequential RWR procedure (or combined
with it), one may use a parallel system where several couples
of qubits, all with the same Hamiltonian and initial state, are
read, and frequencies of occurence are computed over them
(too). This increases system speed, but also complexity.

5 Since we have to remove one of the initial four mixing
equations, we choose to remove the one associated with p3
because it has the most complicated expression (together with
the equation for p2).
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Eq. (15) and (16) are then easily shown to be equivalent

to

r21r
2
2 = p1 (19)

q21q
2
2 = p4. (20)

Longer calculations using phase factorizations show that
(12) may be expressed as

(r1q2 cos∆E)2 + (q1r2 sin∆E)2

−2r1r2q1q2 cos∆E sin∆E sin∆I = p2(21)

where

∆I = (φ2 − φ1) − (θ2 − θ1) (22)

and

∆E =
(ω1,0 − ω0,0)T

2
. (23)

Eq. (65) and (66) then yield

∆E = −JxyT

h̄
. (24)

Moreover, each initial qubit state meets the normaliza-

tion condition (2), so that

qi =
√

1 − r2i i = 1, 2. (25)

Therefore, among all four modulus parameters in the

right-hand expressions in (18), one may consider only

the two parameters ri as independent variables, i.e.
”sources”, while the parameters qi are then derived

from these ri by means of (25). The mixing equation

(20) may then be rewritten as

(1 − r21)(1 − r22) = p4. (26)

Similarly, the four phase parameters in the right-hand
expressions in (18) only yield a single ”source”, i.e. the

parameter ∆I defined in (22), since only this combi-

nation of the phase parameters is involved in the mix-

ing equations (19), (21), (26) and may therefore be re-

trieved from the observed data. To avoid ambiguities,
one may therefore fix three of the phase parameters θ1,

φ1, θ2, and φ2 (e.g. to 0) and only use the fourth param-

eter to store information. Using standard SS notations,

the ”source vector” (composed of the parameters that
we aim at retrieving) is therefore s = [s1, s2, s3]

T with

s1 = r1, s2 = r2 and s3 = ∆I .

The only mixing parameters involved in the mixing

equations (19), (21), (26) are functions of ∆E , which is

defined in (23). These mixing parameters only concern
(21), which can be transformed as follows, in order to

express it with respect to a single mixing parameter.

As a first step, let us consider the intermediate variable

u defined as

u = sin∆E . (27)

We then have

cos∆E = ǫ
√

1 − u2 (28)

with

ǫ = sgn(cos∆E). (29)

Also using (25), Eq. (21) may then be rewritten as

r21(1 − r22)(1 − u2) + (1 − r21)r
2
2u

2

−2r1r2

√

1 − r21

√

1 − r22
√

1 − u2ǫu sin∆I = p2. (30)

Moreover, the two parameters ǫ and u may eventually

be merged into a single mixing parameter v defined as

v = ǫu. (31)

Indeed, we thus have

v2 = u2 (32)

so that (30) may be rewritten as

r21(1 − r22)(1 − v2) + (1 − r21)r
2
2v

2

−2r1r2

√

1 − r21

√

1 − r22
√

1 − v2v sin∆I = p2. (33)

This yields the final form of our new ”mixing model”,

in SS terms. This model is composed of (19), (26), (33),

and was derived above from the ”polar complex-valued
cylindrical-symmetry Heisenberg spin coupling model”,

in QP terms. This mixing model may be expressed in

compact form as

x = F (s), (34)

where the nonlinear mixing function F has three com-

ponents F1 to F3, with xi = Fi(s), ∀i ∈ {1 . . . 3}. These

components Fi are respectively defined by (19), (33)

and (26). The only mixing parameter involved in this

mixing model is v.
We now have two models for the data that we are

considering in this paper, i.e. a quantum model (9) and

a classical one, composed of (19), (26), (33). While more

specific comments about conditions for applying these
models are provided in Appendix D, we here move to

the resulting qubit uncoupling methods, by first con-

sidering the approaches based on the classical form of

these data.

4 Classical-processing methods for qubit
separation

4.1 Invertibility of SS mixing model

The next step of this investigation consists in determin-
ing whether and how the above-defined classical source

signals, i.e. the qubit parameters r1, r2 and ∆I , may be

retrieved by user R only from
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– the observations, i.e. the measured estimates of p1,

p2 and p4,

– and the mixing parameter v, which will be obtained

as explained below.

The first issue is therefore the invertibility of the mix-

ing model (34): given an observation vector x and the
mixing parameter v, we must derive the number and

expressions of the source vectors s which are such that

x = F (s). The mixing equations (19) and (26) only in-

volve the two sources s1 = r1 and s2 = r2. They are

easily solved, thus showing that both sources ri are de-
fined by

ri =

√

1

2

[

(1 + p1 − p4) + ǫ
√

(1 + p1 − p4)2 − 4p1

]

(35)

with ǫ = 1 for one of these sources and ǫ = −1 for

the other one. This permutation ambiguity, which is

usual in fully classical SS, results in two solutions for
the couple (r1, r2). We here solve it by requesting the

qubit initialization to always be performed with

0 < r1 <
1

2
< r2 < 1 (36)

which guarantees that only the solution with r1 < r2 is

relevant.
Eq. (33) then directly yields a single solution for

sin∆I , provided the factor of sin∆I in (33) is non-zero,

i.e. provided r1, r2 and v2 are different from 0 and 1.

This yields a single solution for source s3 = ∆I , pro-
vided the qubit phases are initialized so as to meet

−π
2
≤ ∆I ≤ π

2
. (37)

This solution reads

∆I = arcsin

[

r21(1 − r22)(1 − v2) + (1 − r21)r
2
2v

2 − p2

2r1r2
√

1 − r21
√

1 − r22
√

1 − v2v

]

.

(38)

The above description completely solves the prob-

lem if user R does not aim at retrieving information
stored in the phase parameters of the qubits defined in

(18): r1 and r2 are derived from (35), and the other

modulus parameters in (18) are then obtained from

(25). This especially concerns the case when these qubits
are constrained to be initialized by user W so that all

four phases in (18) are zero; all the information stored

by user W in the qubits is thus retrieved by user R. On

the contrary, if user R also aims at deriving the phase

qubit parameter∆I from (38), he needs the value of the
mixing parameter v. The last issue to be addressed in

this procedure is then: how does user R get this value

of v ? In a given configuration, v is fixed. This yields

three possible cases and associated classes of SS meth-
ods. The general features of these cases are described

hereafter in Section 4.2, while corresponding specific SS

methods are then proposed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

4.2 How to get the value of mixing parameter v

The three possible ways to obtain the value of the mix-

ing parameter v may be defined as follows.

4.2.1 Ideal case

The preferred situation is faced when user R knows the

exact value of v, typically because he knows the val-

ues of the frequencies ωi,j of the considered system,

as shown by (31), (29), (27) and (23). This situation
therefore requires very detailed knowledge of the physi-

cal properties of this system (exchange integrals), which

is usually hard to obtain by means of theoretical or ex-

perimental physical analysis of the system.

To avoid this constraint, we hereafter consider the
situation when v is not known a priori. The approach

that we propose then consists in using data (i.e. ob-

servations and/or source values, as detailed below) to

estimate v. This approach, only based on signal values,
as opposed to the above-mentioned theoretical or ex-

perimental determination of physical quantities, yields

the two possible scenarios described hereafter.

4.2.2 Non-blind approach for estimating v

Our first data-driven solution makes it possible to de-

termine v easily, but requests the system to be first

operated with at least one known vector of source val-
ues r1, r2 and ∆I : also measuring the probability p2 for

this or these source vectors allows one to derive v from

(33), using the methods detailed in Section 4.3.

This general approach for estimating v is called a
”non-blind” approach, since it requires one to know

some source values, in addition to the observations x.

4.2.3 Blind approach for estimating v

On the contrary, blind SS (BSS) methods only use the

observations x to first estimate the mixing parameter

v and to then retrieve unknown source values by using

the inversion equations (35) and (38). They are there-
fore more attractive (but more complex) than the above

non-blind solution, since they do not require any known

source values. Various blind methods may be developed

for the mixing model introduced in this paper, by re-

sorting to different SSP tools. These SSP methods are
based on a common approach, which consists in using

(at least) one sequence of different values for the cou-

ple of qubits, where these values are unknown as stated

above, but some of their statistical properties are as-
sumed to be known. We propose simple BSS methods

based on this approach in Section 4.4 and we comment

about possible extensions in Section 7.
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4.3 Non-blind methods for estimating mixing

parameter v

As stated above, the non-blind methods for estimating

the mixing parameter v essentially consist in deriving

v from (at least) one known source vector [r1, r2, ∆I ]
T

and from the associated measured value(s) of the prob-
ability p2, using (33). This general approach yields sev-

eral methods, depending whether some (limited) prior

knowledge about the system is available or not, and de-

pending on which known source vector(s) is used. Three
such methods are detailed hereafter.

4.3.1 A method using a simple source vector

An attractive method based on the above principle con-

sists in using a source vector [r1, r2, ∆I ]
T such that

sin∆I = 0 (39)

e.g. with ∆I = 0, since the solution of (33) is then much

simpler: (33) is then a linear equation with respect to

v2. However, this equation thus only yields v2, so that
one should then define some means to obtain the sign

of v, in order to eventually derive the value of v itself.

In some cases, this sign ambiguity on v due to (33)

may be solved thanks to limited physical knowledge

about the system. More precisely,∆E is defined by (24).
Let us therefore consider the case when the user-defined

parameter T can be set to a value which is low enough

to guarantee that

−π
2
≤ ∆E ≤ π

2
. (40)

Eq. (29) then yields

ǫ = 1 (41)

so that (31) and (27) result in

v = sin∆E . (42)

The parameter v then has the same sign as ∆E , due to
(40). In other words, to obtain the requested sign of v in

this case, the only physical knowledge required about

the considered system is not the exact value of ∆E ,

but only its sign. Eq. (24) shows that this eventually
amounts to requesting the sign of Jxy to be known. This

is not constraining since, for a given physical system,

this sign of Jxy can be determined.

As stated above, this approach applies if T can be

set to a value which is low enough to guarantee that
Condition (40) is met. The question is then: may such

values of T be reached in actual systems ? This topic

is therefore addressed in Appendix E, where we inves-

tigate the magnitude of ∆E . The physical analysis pre-
sented in that appendix has the following consequences

for the data processing methods considered in this pa-

per:

– since there exist physical situations where |∆E | is

significantly lower than 1, Condition (40) can be

met, so that the processing method proposed in this

Section 4.3.1 is indeed of interest. This case when

sin∆I = 0 and the sign of v is known therefore
yields a simple method, which is used in the tests

reported further in this paper.

– However, there also exist physical situations where

|∆E | is significantly higher than 1. We should there-
fore also develop processing methods applicable to

the case when the sign of v is not known. We de-

scribe such methods hereafter.

4.3.2 A method using a simple couple of source vectors

As explained above, we here consider the case when

the sign of v is not known. The method described in

Section 4.3.1 is then not sufficient to derive the value of
v, but can still be used as the first stage of the extended

approach proposed here. That first stage provides v2.

Once this value has been obtained, we then again use

(33) in the second stage of our extended method, but

now with another source vector, denoted [r̃1, r̃2, ∆̃I ]
T ,

which is selected so that sin ∆̃I 6= 0 and which yields a

probability p̃2. We consider the case when r̃1, r̃2 and v2

are different from 0 and 1, as explained above. For this

second source vector, (33) therefore yields

v =
r̃21(1 − r̃22)(1 − v2) + (1 − r̃21)r̃

2
2v

2 − p̃2

2r̃1r̃2
√

1 − r̃21
√

1 − r̃22
√

1 − v2 sin ∆̃I

. (43)

This equation makes it possible to derive v, since all
the parameters in its right-hand term (including v2)

are known at this stage.

4.3.3 A method using a general couple of source

vectors

In the above two methods, we used at least a source

vector such that sin∆I = 0, because of the simplicity

of the corresponding solutions of (33). Using this type
of source vector is not mandatory however, as shown

in the third method that we will now present, which

also does not require the sign of v to be known. In

this method, we use two source vectors [r1, r2, ∆I ]
T and

[r̃1, r̃2, ∆̃I ]
T , which are selected so that sin∆I 6= 0 and

sin ∆̃I 6= 0, and which respectively yield probabilities

p2 and p̃2. We again consider the case when r1, r2, r̃1, r̃2
and v2 are different from 0 and 1. Eq. (33) applied to

both source vectors yields

r21(1 − r22)(1 − v2) + (1 − r21)r
2
2v

2 − p2

2r1r2
√

1 − r21
√

1 − r22 sin∆I

=
√

1 − v2v
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=
r̃21(1 − r̃22)(1 − v2) + (1 − r̃21)r̃

2
2v

2 − p̃2

2r̃1r̃2
√

1 − r̃21
√

1 − r̃22 sin ∆̃I

. (44)

The first and last terms in (44) yield a linear equa-
tion with respect to v2, from which one derives v2. The

value of v itself may then be obtained as in our second

method, i.e. by using (43).

4.4 Blind methods for estimating mixing parameter v

Following the general approach that we defined in Sec-

tion 4.2.3, we here introduce simple methods for blindly

estimating the mixing parameter v. For each of the

three sources, these methods use (at least) one real-

ization of a sequence of random variables, indexed by
n. These sequences are denoted in short r1(n), r2(n)

and ∆I(n), respectively for each of the three sources.

The random source signals composed of these sequences

are assumed to be such that, for each source, the corre-
sponding random variables are identically distributed

throughout the sequence. Moreover, these source sig-

nals are assumed to be mutually statistically indepen-

dent. The BSS methods that we introduce below there-

fore belong to Independent Component Analysis (ICA),
which is one of the current major classes of BSS meth-

ods [13], [24].

Our BSS methods operate as follows. We consider

the expectation (i.e. the statistical average) of (33), de-
noted E{.}. This yields

E{r21(n)}(1 − E{r22(n)})(1 − v2)

+(1 − E{r21(n)})E{r22(n)}v2

−
[

2E{r1(n)
√

1 − r21(n)}E{r2(n)
√

1 − r22(n)}×
√

1 − v2vE{sin∆I(n)}
]

= E{p2(n)} (45)

where averaging is performed in practice over the con-

sidered sequence of source vectors. The modulus param-
eters ri(n) for each couple of qubits in the sequence(s)

may again be estimated from (35). They are then used

to estimate the expectations involving ri(n) which ap-

pear in (45). E{p2(n)} is also estimated from this se-
quence(s). By constraining the sequence(s) of qubit val-

ues to be such that its statistical parameterE{sin∆I(n)}
has a known value, the only unknown in (45) is v. Eq.

(45) therefore makes it possible to estimate v in var-

ious ways. More precisely, (45) has the same nature
as (33) from the point of view of the unknown v, i.e.

the only difference between these equations concerns

the parameter values which are known or estimated.

Various methods for the blind case may therefore be
developed, by solving (45) according to the same ap-

proaches as described in Section 4.3 for solving (33) in

the non-blind case.

It should be kept in mind that each occurence of

(33) corresponding to a single source vector in the non-

blind case is here replaced by (45) corresponding to a

sequence of source vectors (which have the same statis-

tics). Therefore, among all the methods described in
Section 4.3, the one introduced in Section 4.3.1 is here

especially attractive (when the ambiguity on the sign of

v may be solved as explained above), because it only re-

quires a single sequence of source vectors. These vectors
should be such that E{sin∆I(n)} = 0, as the averaged

version of Condition (39) which is set in the correspond-

ing non-blind method. The case when E{sin∆I(n)} = 0

and the sign of v is known therefore yields a simpler

method, which is used in the tests reported below.
The methods described in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3

may also be extended to the blind case by taking their

average, but they then require two sequences of source

vectors, with different statistics from one sequence to
the other, which is more constraining.

5 Numerical results with classical-processing

methods

The three cases that we introduced in Section 4.2 re-

sulted in the above-defined three types of methods for

qubit uncoupling. These methods use classical process-

ing means, since they operate on data available in non-
quantum form, essentially obtained by applying our

RWR procedure to quantum states. Our approach for

determining the performance of these SS methods uses

two stages, i.e:

– a mixing stage, which creates a set of observation

vectors x corresponding to known source vectors s,

mixed according to the considered Heisenberg model

with a given v,
– a separating stage, which possibly first estimates

v. It then processes the above observation vectors

and thus derives estimates ŝ of the actual sources s

from which these observation vectors x were com-
puted. Comparing the actual and estimated sources

then makes it possible to check that the proposed

methods succeed in separating these sources, and to

determine the accuracy of this separation, i.e. the

magnitude of the deviation of the estimated sources
ŝ with respect to the actual sources6 s.

6 This performance assessment procedure can only be used
when developing and testing the considered SS methods, with
actual source values s which are known (but which are not
used in the SS methods themselves, except possibly to es-
timate v non-blindly). On the contrary, in the actual setup
which is to be eventually used, the actual sources are un-
known, and one precisely aims at estimating them ! They
cannot therefore be compared to their estimated values.
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Fig. 1 Performance when restoring sources with value of
mixing parameter v of first tested SS method (i.e. exact value
of v). Performance is measured by RMSE of source modulus
or phase parameters. It is plotted vs number of measurements
Ks used when restoring sources. Each plot corresponds to a
specific range for the random source parameters.

A natural approach for implementing the above mix-
ing stage would consist in developing a real quantum

system composed of two qubits, interacting through

Heisenberg coupling. However, this involves quite so-

phisticated physical devices as stated above, so that
the development of such a system would require a com-

plete investigation, which is out of the scope of this

article. Instead, we here use another approach, which

consists in developing a realistic software simulation of

this system, described in Appendix F.

As a reference, we initially test the first of our three

types of SS methods, that we described in Section 4.2.1:

in the separating stage, we restore the three source val-

ues from (35) and (38), with the exact value of v which

was previously used in the mixing stage to create the
estimated probabilities p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 with our RWR pro-

cedure. This corresponds to the above-defined ”ideal

case” concerning the value of v used in the separating

stage. However, this configuration is not ideal concern-
ing the measured probabilities p̂1, p̂2, p̂4, whose accu-

racy depends on the number of measurements Ks used

in our RWR procedure in the separating stage.

Fig. 1 shows how the separation accuracy of this SS

approach depends on Ks. This accuracy is computed

for r1 and r2 on the one hand (”modulus” in Fig. 1)
and for ∆I on the other hand (”phase” in Fig. 1). It

is measured by the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE)

achieved for the considered source component(s), mea-

sured over a set of L = 100 initializations of the cou-
ple of qubits. These RMSE are defined in Appendix G.

The qubit parameter values are here randomly selected

within a sub-range of their 0%-100% allowed range de-

fined by (36) and (37). Three cases are considered for

this sub-range i.e. 40%-60%, then 25%-75% and 20%-

80% of the allowed range. The parameter v is set to

0.5 in these tests. Fig. 1 shows that the logarithm of

the RMSE of each source component linearly decreases
with respect to the logarithm of Ks. This decrease may

be explained as follows. When the number of measure-

ments Ks tends to infinity, the measured values p̂1, p̂2,

p̂4 converge towards the associated asymptotic values,
i.e. p1, p2, p4 respectively. Therefore, when estimating

the sources with p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 in (35) and (38), and using

the exact value of v, these estimated sources converge

towards the source values which were actually used to

create the observations p̂1, p̂2, p̂4. The RMSE between
the actual and estimated source therefore converges to

zero. Moreover, Fig. 1 shows that setting Ks to a few

thousand measurements is enough to achieve good sep-

aration accuracy.

We then modify the above test procedure as fol-

lows, in order to evaluate the version of our non-blind

SS methods which is based on ∆I = 0 and which was

described in Section 4.3.1 (we here assume that the sign

of v is known). In the separating stage, we first derive
an estimate v̂ of v, using our above-defined approach

based on (33). To this end, we apply our RWR pro-

cedure to a known qubit initialization, with a number

of measurements Km (for estimating p2 when used in
(33)) which may be different from Ks (involved in sub-

sequent estimation of p1, p2, p4, when they are used

in (35) and (38) to perform separation). In this initial

characterization of the mixing phenomenon in the sys-

tem, one may allow a Km value much higher than the
Ks value in the final use of v̂ for separation. To evalu-

ate separation accuracy, we then still restore the three

source values from (35) and (38), but now using v̂.

Fig. 2 shows the performance thus achieved for sev-

eral Km values and for source parameters selected in
the 20%-80% sub-range. Only the phase source ∆I is

considered because, as stated above, the estimates of

r1 and r2 do not depend on the considered estimate of

v and are therefore the same for all three types of SS
methods. Fig. 2 shows that RMSE again decreases when

Ks is increased. However, when Ks becomes very high,

RMSE now converges towards a value which is lower

when a higher value of Km is used. This phenomenon

occurs because, unlike with our first tested SS method,
even if p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 are close to their associated asymptotic

values in the separating stage, when estimating∆I with

(38) the accuracy is limited by the approximate value

v̂ used in (38). Anyway, Fig. 2 shows that, by using a
high enough Km (the required value depends on Ks),

this second SS method succeeds in achieving the same

accuracy as the first, i.e. ”ideal”, one.
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Fig. 2 Performance when restoring sources with value of v̂
of first tested SS method (i.e. exact value of v) or second
tested SS method (i.e. non-blind estimate of v). Performance
is measured by RMSE of source phase parameter. It is plotted
vs number of measurements Ks used when restoring sources.
Each plot for the second SS method corresponds to a specific
number of measurements Km used when estimating v.

Our third tested SS method then uses the same pro-

cedure as the second one, except that v̂ is here derived
blindly from a set of qubit initializations which are such

that E{sin∆I(n)} = 0 (the sign of v is again assumed

to be known). This corresponds to the simplest version

of the type of methods described in Section 4.4. Fig.

3 shows the performance obtained for 100 such initial-
izations. These results are qualitatively similar to those

for our second method, but the moderate number of

qubit initializations used for deriving v̂ here limits the

accuracy of this estimated parameter and therefore the
RMSE of the method. This limitation disappears when

increasing this number of initializations: Fig. 4 shows

that, for 1000 initializations, this method achieves al-

most the same accuracy as the ”ideal” one in all the

considered range.

All above tests therefore prove the relevance of our

three SS methods operating with classical processing

means.

6 A quantum-processing method for qubit
separation

Anticipating on the development of future practical full-

quantum circuits, we now aim at proposing a quantum

circuit structure for performing qubit uncoupling, as a

quantum-processing alternative to the above classical-
processing methods. We therefore still operate with the

available quantum system state |ψ(t) > defined by (9).

This state is here considered as the result obtained
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Fig. 3 Performance when restoring sources with value of v̂
of first tested SS method (i.e. exact value of v) or third tested
SS method (i.e. blind estimate of v derived from 100 qubit
initializations). Performance is measured by RMSE of source
phase parameter. It is plotted vs number of measurements
Ks used when restoring sources. Each plot for the third SS
method corresponds to a specific number of measurements
Km used when estimating v.

when applying an operator
o

M to the initial state |ψ(t0) >,
i.e.

|ψ(t) >=
o

M |ψ(t0) > . (46)

This Mixing operator
o

M , in SS terms, corresponds to
the temporal evolution of the system from time t0 to

time t, which is a reversible operation ([38], process (2)).

We then aim at deriving a corresponding separating

or Unmixing operator
o

U , and an associated quantum

circuit, which receives the available state |ψ(t) > as its

input, and which restores the quantum state |ψ(t0) >
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but estimating v with 1000 qubit
initializations in third SS method.
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as its output7. This desired operator
o

U is therefore the

inverse of the mixing operator, i.e

o

U =
o

M
−1

. (47)

Our quantum-processing SS method is thus a reversible

process, unlike our classical-processing methods, which

include irreversible measurements ([38], process (1)).
The mixing operation in (46) may also be expressed

with respect to the column vector C+(t) composed of

the complex magnitudes of the Components of |ψ(t) >

in basis B+ and to the vector C+(t0) for |ψ(t0) >. This

reads

C+(t) = MC+(t0) (48)

where M is the mixing matrix in basis B+. For the con-

sidered Heisenberg mixing model, the entries of C+(t)
are all cj(t − t0) contained in (9) and defined in (68).

As shown in Appendix H, this yields

C+(t) = QDQ−1C+(t0) (49)

with Q and D defined in (75) and (76). Eq. (48), (49)

and (75) then show that, for two spins 1/2 and cylindri-

cal-symmetry Heisenberg mixing

M= QDQ−1 = QDQ. (50)

Our separating system then restores C+(t0) from

C+(t) by inverting (48), i.e.

C+(t0) = UC+(t) (51)

where U is the separating matrix in basis B+ defined

as

U= M−1= QD−1Q−1 = QD∗Q (52)

where ∗ stands for complex conjugate (Eq. (50) and (52)

correspond to the eigendecompositions of M and U , re-

spectively). The overall mixing and separating config-
uration thus obtained is shown in Fig. 58. The quan-

tum circuit that we propose as an implementation of

the separating stage therefore consists of the cascade of

three simpler sub-circuits. We now detail the internal

structures that we propose for these sub-circuits, using
the notations defined in [30], where their |0 > and |1 >
states respectively correspond to our |+ > and |− >.

7 A given quantum circuit restores a single state |ψ(t0) >
only from a single preparation of the state |ψ(t) >, as opposed
to the repeated write/reads required in the RWR procedure
used for our classical-processing SS methods.

8 The horizontal lines connecting the blocks of this diagram
are crossed by short diagonal segments (i.e. ”/”) in order to
make it clear that each connection is a ”bus”, involving a set
of qubits (i.e. two qubits here). This corresponds to the usual
convention, e.g. mentioned in [30] p. 223.

Mψ
0(t  )>|

mixing

stage

| ψ (t)>

QDQ | (t  )>* ψ

separating

stage

0

Fig. 5 Quantum mixing and separating configuration.

H

Fig. 6 Implementation of operator Q.

A possible implementation of the two Q operators

of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. It uses two controlled-
NOT gates (CNOTs) and a controlled-Hadamard gate9.

The latter gate may be further decomposed, using the

approach defined in pp. 180-181 of [30]. This e.g. yields

the circuit shown in Fig. 7, which uses CNOTs, and

standard rotation and S (phase) operators.
Eventually, a possible decomposition of the overall

phase-based block D∗ into simpler phase-based circuits

is provided in Fig. 8, where the open circle notation

indicates conditioning on the qubit being set to zero,
as in [30] p. 184. Various cases may be defined for this

block D∗ depending whether its phase parameters, and

therefore the values of the frequencies ωi,j of the con-

sidered system, are known or not. As in our above SS

methods operating with classical means, the ideal case

is when these frequencies are known, but this is quite

constraining and may be avoided by deriving these fre-

quencies from (quantum) signal values. Besides, the es-

timation of the phase parameters of D (and hence of
D∗) is nothing but the ”phase estimation” problem [30]

for the overall matrix M , i.e. the determination of the

eigenvalues of M , identical to those of D. This prob-

9 The top and bottom inputs/outputs in Fig. 6 and 8 re-
spectively correspond to qubits no. 1 and 2.

z 2
π R  (  _ )−π−πR  (  _ ) R  ( _ )R  ( _ )

4
π

y

S

H

=

z 2 y 4

Fig. 7 An implementation of controlled-H operator used in
Fig. 6.
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e
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iγ20
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γ

γ

3

40

0

Fig. 8 Implementation of operator D∗, with γ1 = ω1,1(t −
t0), γ2 = ω1,0(t−t0), γ3 = ω0,0(t−t0) and γ4 = ω1,−1(t−t0).

lem may therefore be solved by using the procedure de-

scribed in Chapter 5 of [30]. Moreover, the eigenvectors

of M are known, as shown in Appendix C and in the
expression of Q in (75). Using them as an input of the

phase estimation procedure, and therefore considering

a non-blind approach for estimating the mixing param-

eters, is attractive for this procedure, as explained in

[30]. This procedure may however be used with other
inputs than the eigenvectors of M , which may open the

way to blind approaches for mixture estimation, but at

the expense of introducing randomness into the algo-

rithm [30]. Such blind approaches are a possible topic
for future research.

7 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we introduced the Quantum Source (or
Signal) Separation (QSS) field. This term means that

the data to be separated are initially available in quan-

tum form, i.e. we investigate the uncoupling of qubits.

This gives rise to two alternative approaches, i.e:

1. these qubits may first be converted into classical

data by means of repeated measurements, then al-

lowing one to process the latter data with classical

(i.e. non-quantum) statistical processing methods.

New SS methods must be developed for the consid-
ered QSS problem involving Heisenberg coupling,

because this configuration turns out to yield a non-

linear SS model which has not yet been studied in

the literature.
2. The other approach consists in directly processing

the qubits by means of quantum circuits, which yields

a full-quantum solution to the QSS problem.

We investigated both approaches in this paper and
we thus proposed various types of QSS methods. Our

methods based on classical processing may be imple-

mented with currently available technological means,

i.e. software implementations of SS algorithms. These

solutions are of interest in various current experiments

involving quantum phenomena, as stated above. On

the contrary, the practical application of our approach

based on quantum processing will require actual quan-
tum circuits, which are only starting to be developed to-

day, as explained above. This future quantum-processing

solution will have the advantage of avoiding the re-

peated qubit preparations and irreversible measurements
required in our classical-processing methods. It is of po-

tential interest for future quantum computers.

The source separation problem treated in this paper

may moreover be seen as an operation of disentangle-

ment after an undesired entanglement, which is a quan-
tum problem without any classical version.

Our first steps into this new QSS field suggest many

potential developments, which will be presented in fu-

ture papers. One of the most immediate extensions will
consist in developing more powerful classical statistical

blind qubit separation methods than the basic ones that

we introduced in this paper by considering moment-

based approaches. Especially, applying the maximum

likelihood (ML) concept to QSS is an attractive ap-
proach, thanks to the statistical properties of ML meth-

ods.

A Mixtures in Quantum Physics and Source
Separation

The term ”mixture” (or ”mixing”) has distinct meanings in
the Quantum Physics and Source Separation fields. In Quan-
tum Physics, ”a mixture” is an abbreviation for ”a statistical
mixture”. A statistical mixture, described by a density op-
erator ρ(t), has to be opposed to a ”pure state”, described
(in the Schrödinger representation) by a ket or state vec-
tor | ψ(t) > . It should be stressed that any linear com-
bination of kets is itself a ket (principle of superposition of
Quantum Mechanics) and therefore describes a pure state,
and not a mixture. In the Source Separation field, an exam-
ple of source mixing is obtained when, instead of receiving
separately each source (or signal), a user receives data (ex-
perimental signals) which are each some linear superposition
of the different sources. While in that situation the mixing
is linear, on the contrary in the present paper, we are faced
with a nonlinear mixing. It should be clear that, in this pa-
per, the qubits are always considered in pure states, the words
”mixture” and ”mixing” being therefore systematically used
with their meaning in the SS context. Pure states have also
been considered in various QIP investigations reported in the
literature (see e.g. [6], [7], [22], [26], [30]).

B Relationship between QSS and some other

QIP fields

When taking up a comparison between our present Quantum
Source Separation (QSS) methods and existing QIP tools, a
first intuitive feeling may be that such a comparison is made
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difficult by the wealth of the existing methods and literature
devoted to QIP. On close scrutiny, it should first be noticed
that our aim is not determining the quantum state (of the
qubit pair) after the action of undesired coupling between the
qubits. Our aim is the restoration of the quantum state (of
each qubit) before this action, a much more specific and diffi-
cult task. It is possible to establish a link between our problem
and the general theory of systems, using the following pro-
cedure: the coupling between the two qubits is described as
a ”system”, possessing two 1-qubit inputs and two 1-qubit
outputs. The states of the qubits before coupling (source sig-
nals) are seen as signals placed at each input of this system.
The states resulting from their coupling (signals after ”mix-
ing” within the SS terminology, or observations) are seen as
states appearing at the outputs of that system. Within this
framework, our problem is not limited to (quantum) signals,
but focused on (quantum) systems. Due to space limitations,
a discussion of this question in the general context of clas-
sical and quantum systems will be presented elsewhere. We
instead first move into a narrower context, the one which al-
lowed the first experimental realization of quantum gates and
is presently the most developed in the QIP field, namely that
of (liquid state pulsed) NMR. Use of a specific experimental
context allows a practical illustration of some points which
have just been only suggested.

People familiar with NMR know that spin echo techniques
are routinely used in NMR spectroscopy and are now also
used in ESR spectroscopy. If the magnetic moments have
been initially oriented in a common well-chosen direction, by
a first well-chosen electromagnetic pulse, the spin-spin cou-
plings then rapidly destroy this magnetic order. It is often
said that the well-chosen second pulse produces a refocusing
of the spins, which allows the birth of an echo [2], [37], and it
is sometimes added that the pulse sequence allows the sup-
pression of the effect of the spin-spin coupling. The spin-echo
technique is generally used to measure the so-called spin-spin
relaxation time T2, a measure of the strength of the spin-
spin coupling. Saying that refocusing allows the suppression
of the undesired spin-spin coupling therefore seems improper.
It seems better to say that refocusing takes advantage of the
existence of this coupling to get information on its strength.
It should then be clear that the spin-echo (or refocusing) tech-
nique has its own interest, but that its aim is quite distinct
from that of our QSS methods, as it is not able to recover
the state of the nuclear spins once spin-spin coupling has
perturbed the quantum state of these nuclear spins, first pre-
pared in a rather general quantum pure state.

Comparison of our QSS methods with possibly existing
tools in the QIP field, either made within the general frame-
work of the theory of (classical or quantum) systems, or within
the quite distinct field of NMR used in the QIP context, leads
to an examination of quantum tomography [30], then care-
fully distinguishing between state tomography (QST)
and process tomography (QPT).

State tomography should be immediately discarded. The
reason is that, if used in our context, it would at best help
recovering what we called the signal present at the output
of our system, i.e. the quantum state resulting from the un-
desired coupling (QST may not access the unknown source
signals).

Quantum process tomography, on the contrary, in the
present context helps recovering the signals present on the in-
puts of the system, i.e. the initial quantum state of each qubit
(i.e. their states before the action of the undesired coupling).
The question is then: what is the interest of QPT compared
to our QSS methods? Before examining the answer, we in-

sist that focusing on state tomography and ignoring
process tomography would be the signature, in the
tomography field, of a confusion between a problem
involving signals and one involving systems.

A quantum system has the same number of inputs and
of outputs, whereas e.g. in conventional digital electronics,
a gate with two inputs and only one output does exist. The
dimensions of the input and output state spaces of a quantum
system are thus the same. This dimension is d = 2n if the
system operates with n qubits. If one adopts the point of
view of (Standard) QPT [30] (and we will simply write QPT
instead of SQPT) for identifying the coupling between the
two spins 1/2 studied in this paper, one should first introduce
both the state space E1,2 = E1 ⊗ E2 of the pair of spins,
with dimension d = 22, and a basis of orthonormal vectors
| Φi > . The Heisenberg coupling is then seen as a possible
process (to be identified), and understood as a (part of a)
”system”, which then possesses one (two-qubit) input and
one (two-qubit) output. If at t = 0 the state of the spin pair is
described by a state vector | Ψ0 >, and by the corresponding
projector | Ψ0 >< Ψ0 | (or more generally by a density matrix
ρ0), and if the state of the pair at time t in the presence of
the Heisenberg coupling is | Ψ(t) >, QPT considers that the
input of the system receives the projector | Ψ0 >< Ψ0 | (or
more generally the density matrix ρ0) and that its output
is the projector | Ψ(t) > < Ψ(t) | (or more generally ρ(t)).
QPT moreover introduces a new vector space with dimension
d2 = 16 and a basis composed of the d2 ”vectors” | Φi ><
Φj | (with i = 1...d, j = 1...d). Then QPT uses d2 projectors
| Πj >< Πj | successively placed at the input of the system,
and determines the corresponding states at its output, a priori
assuming that for a given j, the corresponding output state
is a statistical mixture described by a density operator ρ′Oj

(O: output), with:

ρ′Oj =
∑

k,l

(ρ′Oj)kl | Φk >< Φl | . (53)

ρ′
Oj

being Hermitian, with trace 1, (d2 − 1) independent
real parameters are necessary for describing the most general
ρ′Oj . The whole operation for the d2 projectors leads to the

determination of d2(d2−1) i.e. d4 −d2 = 240 real quantities,
the aim being the identification of the process (presently the
Heisenberg coupling). The complexity of this QPT approach,
as compared to our QSS method, has two reasons:

1. one is linked to the input state: our SS method uses
a system where the input state is a product of a quantum
state for each qubit, whereas QPT considers that the in-
put state may be any state vector in E1,2, which means
that entangled states are then implicitly allowed, while
we do know that they should be excluded in the consid-
ered case. Moreover any statistical mixture at the input
used in QPT is allowed, while we presently exclude them,
and while if we assume them in the future, only statistical
mixtures of the form ρ01 ⊗ ρ02 (0 for time t = 0, 1 for
qubit 1, 2 for qubit 2) will be allowed, since we will aim at
separately recovering each initial qubit state in our QSS
framework.

2. The other reason is linked to the process, under-
stood as a system. In the QPT approach, the process
may be either internal to the qubit pair (which is true for
the Heisenberg coupling) or external to that pair (e.g. a
coupling of the pair to a thermal bath, or spin-lattice cou-
pling) and no assumption is made about the process (see
e.g. reference to T2 or to T1 in [11]), insofar as it conserves
the trace of the density operator, i.e. the output is a den-
sity operator ρ′. On the contrary, in our QSS problem,
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the process is known to be internal to the qubit pair, and
is quite specific (thus depending on a single parameter in
our method based on measurements).

Then, in the QPT approach, and considering again a
given | Πj >< Πj |, and the corresponding ρ′Oj (output),

if one measures both sz1 and sz2, this gives (d − 1) rela-
tions, and, in order to get (d2 − 1) relations, one needs a
total of (d+ 1) pairs of successive measurements (e.g. ( sz1,
sz2), (sx1

, sx2
), (sy1

, sy2
) etc). This means that for the whole

operation using the d2 projectors, d2.2(d + 1) i.e. 160 mea-
surements (taking place after the corresponding preparations)
are needed, a rather gigantic task. The reason is that QPT,
while truly a quite general method, is much more complex
than required in the present Source Separation problem since,
through its very construction, it ignores what is presently
known about both the state of the spins and their coupling.

If two spins 1 were considered instead of spins 1/2, and
keeping initial pure states, the complexity of the problem
would of course increase, but our discussion indicates that,
keeping the other assumptions, the complexity of the QPT
approach would even increase far more (the numbers of real
parameters and of measurements then increase roughly as d4

and d3 respectively).

C Temporal evolution of the overall state of

two coupled spins

The initial state of the overall system composed of the con-
sidered two spins is defined by (8). This state may also be ex-
pressed in the four-dimensional basis composed of the eigen-
vectors of the cylindrical-symmetry Heisenberg Hamiltonian.
We here denote this basis B1 = {|1, 1 >, |1, 0 >, |0, 0 >
, |1,−1 >}. The expression of this basis with respect to B+

may be derived from QP calculations. Briefly, these calcula-
tions are based on the system’s Hamiltonian defined by (4)
and on the QP operators s+ = sx + isy and s− = sx − isy.
Calculations show that the eigenvectors of the matrix repre-
senting the Hamiltonian H in the B+ basis are

|1, 1 > = | + + > (54)

|1, 0 > =
| + − > +| − + >√

2
(55)

|0, 0 > =
| + − > −| − + >√

2
(56)

|1,−1 > = | − − > (57)

i.e the eigenkets common to S2, Sz, s21 and s22 (with
−→
S =

−→s1 + −→s2). This result reflects the fact that the cylindrical-
symmetry Heisenberg coupling between two spins one-half
accidentally commutes with S2 and Sz (and of course with s21
and s22). In spherical symmetry (Jxy = Jz), this commutation
property is true for any spin, a consequence of the equality
2−→s1−→s2 = S2 − s21 − s22.

Eq. (54)-(57) may then be straightforwardly inverted, so
as to obtain the expression of B+ with respect to B1, which
reads

| + + > = |1, 1 > (58)

| + − > =
|1, 0 > +|0, 0 >√

2
(59)

| − + > =
|1, 0 > −|0, 0 >√

2
(60)

| − − > = |1,−1 > . (61)

Inserting the latter expressions in (8) yields

|ψ(t0) > = α1α2|1, 1 > +
α1β2 + β1α2√

2
|1, 0 >

+
α1β2 − β1α2√

2
|0, 0 > +β1β2|1,−1 > . (62)

The temporal evolution of this state then corresponds to
phase rotations for each eigenvector, as in (3). In basis B1,
the state at any time t then reads

|ψ(t) > = α1α2e
−iω1,1(t−t0)|1, 1 >

+
α1β2 + β1α2√

2
e−iω1,0(t−t0)|1, 0 >

+
α1β2 − β1α2√

2
e−iω0,0(t−t0)|0, 0 >

+β1β2e
−iω1,−1(t−t0)|1,−1 > (63)

where ωi,j is the real frequency associated with the phase
rotation for each eigenvector |i, j >. QP calculations show
that these frequencies are equal to

ω1,1 =
1

h̄

[

GB − Jz

2

]

(64)

ω1,0 =
1

h̄

[

−Jxy +
Jz

2

]

(65)

ω0,0 =
1

h̄

[

Jxy +
Jz

2

]

(66)

ω1,−1 =
1

h̄

[

−GB − Jz

2

]

. (67)

Using the expression of B1 with respect to B+ then yields
the expression of the system state at any time t in basis B+

|ψ(t) > = α1α2e
−iω1,1(t−t0)| + + >

+
1

2

[

(α1β2 + β1α2)e−iω1,0(t−t0)

+(α1β2 − β1α2)e−iω0,0(t−t0)
]

| + − >

+
1

2

[

(α1β2 + β1α2)e−iω1,0(t−t0)

−(α1β2 − β1α2)e−iω0,0(t−t0)
]

| − + >

+β1β2e
−iω1,−1(t−t0)| − − > . (68)

D Applicability of considered data models

The quantum and SSP forms of the model defined in Section
3 are respectively used in the two types of signal separation
methods that we propose in this paper, i.e.

– in our quantum-processing method, where we consider the
evolution of the system in a time interval ranging from t0
to t,

– in our classical-processing methods, where we use our
RWR procedure and we therefore consider the evolution
of the system in a series of time intervals, each ranging
from tw(k) to tr(k).

This model and the resulting separation methods apply only
if the system’s Hamiltonian, and therefore the magnetic field−→
B , is the same throughout the above-defined time intervals
and in all the considered system. For instance, in our RWR
procedure, this requires users W (writer) and R (reader) to

share the same constant magnetic field
−→
B throughout all time

intervals [tw(k), tr(k)].
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Two major cases when
−→
B meets the above condition are

defined hereafter. The first situation concerns quantum com-
puters: such systems may be designed so that the writing and
reading devices are close one to the other and thus placed in a
magnetic field which is non-zero, spatially homogeneous and
constant over the considered time period. The second situ-
ation is when there is no magnetic field. This may concern
quantum computers, but also other potential applications,
such as communication with quantum signals. In the latter
application, using a zero field is attractive because, on the
contrary, creating a spatially homogeneous, constant, non-
zero field from the emitter to the receiver through the chan-
nel is often tricky. While the approach that we propose in
this investigation may apply to future quantum computers,
it is therefore also open to quantum communication applica-
tions. We do not claim however that it will be needed in the
latter applications, i.e. that quantum communication always
yields such coupling issues as those analyzed in this paper.
Indeed, the most usual approach for quantum communication
uses photons, and photons do not lead to coupling, except in
nonlinear media.

The choice of the quantization axis used for measurements
then deserves the following comments, depending whether a
magnetic field exists or not in the considered configuration.
If the magnetic field is non-zero, its direction defines a nat-
ural choice for the quantization axis. On the contrary, if the
magnetic field is zero, its direction may not be used any more
as the quantization axis. This is not a problem however, be-
cause any direction may be used for quantization: the only
constraint is that the writing and reading devices must use
the same direction. In particular, if coupling is indeed non-
isotropic, i.e. if Jxy 6= Jz, a natural quantization axis is the
symmetry axis of this coupling.

E Magnitude of ∆E in real systems

Facing the difficult task of doing numerical estimations in a
broad variety of possible physical situations, we first restrict
this variety by excluding metals, then trying to identify the
main phenomena and to get orders of magnitude for ∆E , for
electron and nuclear moments successively. In that spirit, we
set Jxy = Jz = J. Eq. (24) then reads

∆E = −JT
h̄
.

The choice of the value of T, the time interval between writing
and reading, should be a compromise between opposite con-
straints. T must be long enough to allow the transfer from the
writing device to the reading device. On the contrary, since
during this time interval the coupled spins are assumed to
be isolated from their environment, T must be significantly
shorter than T1, the so-called spin-lattice relaxation time,
and we will take T ≤ T1/10. Therefore, both J and T values
are linked to the physical properties of the spins, J directly
and T because the choice of its value cannot ignore them.
At the present time, experimental manipulations of magnetic
moments widely use resonant methods (ESR, NMR), where
the moments are submitted to a (quasi-)static magnetic field,
and to an oscillating field at right angles to the static field.
This oscillating field uses continuous waves or a pulsed mode,
and its frequency fixes the value of the static field needed to
get resonance.

We first pay attention to electron magnetic moments, in
solid insulators. Ions of the 3d or 4f transition series replac-
ing cations in non-magnetic (i.e diamagnetic) ionic insulators

(e.g. the II-VI oxides SrO and ZnO, or sulfides SrS and ZnS)
often have an electron magnetic moment. When the 3d or 4f
shell is half-filled, e.g. Mn2+ with the ground configuration
3d5, or Eu2+ (4f7), this magnetic moment has no orbital
component. It is possible to replace for instance a part of the
Sr2+ ions in SrS by Eu2+, then obtaining the compound
EuxSr1−xS. Europium sulfide EuS (total substitution) is a
Heisenberg ferromagnetic insulator presently used in the con-
text of spintronics, with a Curie temperature TC = 16.5 K.
Since we have adopted the view that the coupling between
the qubits is undesired, we have preferred EuS to EuO, a
Heisenberg ferromagnet with TC = 69 K, both values being
far smaller than the TC value of the metal iron, 1043 K. The
high value of TC in these ferromagnetic insulators cannot be
the result of a magnetic coupling. It is due to the exchange
coupling between neighboring spins, a result of the Coulomb
electrostatic force, together with the Pauli exclusion princi-
ple, in the presence of a significant overlap of electron wave
functions [23]. Within the mean field approximation and as-
suming exchange between nearest neighbors (n.n) only, TC is
related to J through:

J =
3kBTC

2zS(S + 1)

where z is the number of n.n of a given spin S. This re-
lation expresses that the thermal energy kBTC at TC has
a value comparable to zJS(S + 1), which can then be in-
terpreted as the mean exchange energy per spin (each spin
has z n.n, and the exchange Hamiltonian between two n.n
spins is −2J

−→
S1

−→
S2). This expression yields J/kB = 0.13 K

for EuS (S = 7/2, z = 12). In fact, experience shows that
the exchange between next nearest neighbors (n.n.n) is not
negligible against that between n.n, and yields respectively
J1/kB = 0.22 K for n.n and J2/kB = −0.10 K (antiferro-
magnetic coupling) for n.n.n [8]. The same J value between
n.n spins 1/2 instead of spins 7/2, all others things being kept
unchanged, would lead to a far smaller TC value, S(S + 1)
being then equal to 3/4 instead of 63/4.

In EuS, each moment is coupled to 12 n.n moments. Using
for instance EuxSr1−xS with e.g. x = 10−4 (diluted sample),
would suppress exchange, but the spins would not be strictly
independent, because of the existence of the dipolar coupling,
caused by the magnetic field created by each moment. At a
distance r from a moment −→µ , the magnitude of this dipolar
field is roughly equal to (µ0/4π). ‖ −→µ ‖ /r3 (SI units), which
is about 0.014 Tesla for a free electron spin and r = 4 Å. If
x is in the 0.01−0.1 range, the probability of existence of pairs
of n.n is significant and higher than that of clusters or more
numerous spins, and the dipolar energy between these pairs
(r = 4 Å) is significantly weaker than the exchange energy.
At the same time, having this high enough concentration of
spins may be interesting for sensitivity reasons.

MnO and MnS are antiferromagnets, with a Néel tem-
perature of 116 and 160 K respectively. In antiferromagnetic
oxides or sulfides, the exchange coupling between n.n mag-
netic ions (direct exchange) is often weaker than that be-
tween magnetic ions separated by a diamagnetic ion, a cou-
pling called superexchange, where the electrons of that dia-
magnetic ion (O2− in MnO) make a link between the two
moments [23]. The superexchange Hamiltonian is still of the
form −2J−→s1−→s2, but with J < 0.

If we accept J/kB = +0.1 K, T1 = 10−7 s and T = 10−8

s, then ∆E = −131. In fact, at 300 K electron spins gener-
ally have a shorter T1. For instance, in the diamagnetic II-VI
oxides or sulfides already cited, if a small part of the cations
have been replaced each by a magnetic ion, the quantized
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vibrations of the ions (phonons) often play the role of the
lattice (thermal bath) for the electron moment [2]. When the
magnetic moment has no orbital part, its spin is only weakly
coupled to the phonons. But even in this favorable case, T1 at
300 K is rather short. For instance, for Mn2+ in ZnS, while
T1 = 0.9 s at 1.3 K [15], T1 = 4×10−9 s at 300 K [33]. As
a consequence, if it is necessary to have a longer time T, for
instance T = 10−6 s, and then to have at least T1 = 10−5 s,
use of electron spins could impose working below room tem-
perature. With such T values and electron spins, | ∆E | will
probably be significantly greater than 1.

We now come to nuclear spins. While exchange between
electron spins can be quite strong, on the contrary, when two
identical nuclei each carry a spin, their Coulomb repulsion
does not give rise to any exchange coupling between the two
nuclear spins, because the nuclear wave functions do not over-
lap, their spatial extension being far smaller than the inter-
nuclear distance (we have discarded the peculiar exception of
solid 3He, a quantum solid) [3]. On the contrary, the dipolar
coupling still exists. For instance, the nucleus of each hydro-
gen atom (proton) creates a field roughly equal to 2×10−5

Tesla at a distance r = 4 Å. In NMR experiments with liq-
uids, the Brownian motion of molecules averages the effects
of the dipolar fields on the spectra. This average happens
to be zero, and then the NMR lines are not broadened (nor
shifted) by the dipolar coupling [1]. It is time to say that in
resonance experiments with electron spins (ESR) in insula-
tors with a high spin concentration, the lines are often quite
narrower than expected in the presence of the dipolar cou-
pling, because the then strong exchange coupling reduces its
effect (exchange narrowing) [1],[2]. It should be clear that the
observation of conventional NMR in diamagnetic solid insu-
lators is generally difficult, because of the presence of dipolar
broadening of the NMR spectra, as there is then neither mo-
tional nor exchange narrowing [1]. Quite elaborate methods
have developed, which enable one to average out the effects
of the dipolar couplings in the NMR spectra in these solids.
When the electrical cloud around the nucleus does not have
spherical symmetry, so-called quadrupolar effects can both
complicate the NMR spectra and induce relaxation phenom-
ena. But these effects vanish for spins 1/2 [1], and we may
ignore them, since in the context of qubits we are restricted
to spins 1/2.

In diamagnetic insulators, there still exists a spin-spin
coupling called pseudo-exchange, or scalar coupling [1], with
a short range (contrary to the dipolar coupling with its r−3

dependence) and of the form −2J
−→
I1

−→
I2 between two nuclear

spins
−→
I1 and

−→
I2 . It exists when an electron wave function

is not zero on both nuclei. The first nuclear moment then
somewhat polarizes the electron cloud, which then acts on
the second nuclear moment. It is usual to write the numerical
value J/h, in Hz, rather than that of J. With neighboring
nuclei in molecules, it is often in the range 103 Hz − 1 Hz.

Nuclear spins are generally very weakly coupled to the
lattice. We exclude the presence of paramagnetic impurities,
which have several strong effects on the nuclear spins, and
which for instance drastically shorten their T1 (oxygen, for
instance, is paramagnetic, and its presence in solutions short-
ens T1, unless precautions are taken). In diamagnetic insu-
lating solids, at 300 K, a T1 value greater than 10−2 s is
frequent (e.g. in 127I in KI , T1 = 0.04 s, and in NaCl
T1(Na) = T1(Cl) ≃ 10 s [1]). In liquids without paramagnetic
impurities and in the absence of quadrupolar relaxation, spin-
lattice relaxation is generally provided by the dipolar coupling
in the presence of the static field, together with the Brownian
motion of the molecules which is then the thermal bath. At

room temperature, T1 is generally greater than 10−2 s. For
instance, in water at 20 ◦C, for the proton, T1 = 3.6 s [1].

We assume to have conditions such that the effects of the
dipolar coupling are negligible against the scalar coupling. If
J/h = 103 Hz and T = 10−7 s, then ∆E ≃ 6×10−4. In the
present situation, it is possible, at room temperature, to use
quite longer T durations, for instance T = 10−4 s, and with
the same J value | ∆E |≃ 0.6.

As a conclusion:

– with electron spins, one should rather expect that | ∆E |>
1 and possibly | ∆E |≫ 1. In order to avoid extremely
short T durations, one should have to work at low temper-
ature in order to increase T1, unless it is possible to find
spins 1/2 with a long T1 at 300 K (free radicals present
in so-called natural melanin, for instance, have been re-
ported to have T1 = 10−4 s at 300 K).

– When considering nuclear spins, the short range spin-spin
scalar coupling is far weaker than the exchange coupling
previously found between neighboring electron spins, and
taking T = 10−7 s or 10−6 s, for instance, at 300 K, is
not prohibited by the existence of a shorter spin-lattice
relaxation time, and consequently | ∆E |< 1 and even
| ∆E |≪ 1 seem likely.

F Software simulation of two coupled qubits

This appendix concerns a realistic software simulation of a
quantum system composed of two qubits, interacting accord-
ing to the cyclindrical-symmetry Heisenberg model. We devel-
oped this software package in order to validate the operation
of the three classical-processing SS methods tested in Sec-
tion 5. The core of this software consists of a simulator of our
above-mentioned RWR procedure. To perform one run of this
procedure, we first initialize the two qubits defined by (18).
More precisely, we only choose the values of their three free
parameters which appear in our final mixing model, i.e. r1, r2
and ∆I , which define the considered source vector10. We also
select the value of the mixing parameter v. This value cor-
responds to the considered spin coupling model and to the
selected write-read interval, since (27), (29) and (31) show
that

v = sgn(cos∆E) sin∆E (69)

with ∆E defined by (24).
As stated above, we then aim at simulating the operation

of a real two-qubit system in these conditions. So, before we
proceed to the description of this simulator, let us make it
clear how the operation of the real system itself would be
defined. One could consider two aspects of this operation:

1. The theoretical (or asymptotic) behavior of this real sys-
tem is represented by (19), (26), (33) which define with
which probabilities p1, p2, p4 one obtains each of the cor-
responding three possible measurement outcomes for one

10 If one would want to completely define all parameters
in (18), this could be achieved as follows (but it must be
clear that this is not used in our software simulation of the
system, which only requires us to explicitly use r1, r2 and
∆I !): starting from the above parameters r1, r2 and ∆I , the
other modulus parameters of the initial qubits state are then
derived from (25), while the phase parameters in (18) are e.g.
set to θ1 = ∆I , φ1 = θ2 = φ2 = 0, as explained in Section
3.2.
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step of our RWR procedure, i.e. for one measurement per-
formed with our two-qubit system.
As stated above, this system has a fourth possible mea-
surement outcome, but the corresponding probability p3
is completely fixed by the above three probabilities p1,
p2, p4, since all four probabilities sum to one.

2. The practical behavior of this system is obtained by ap-
plying our RWR procedure, i.e. by performing K times
our write/read step and counting how many times each
of the above three possible measurement outcomes occurs
over these K trials. This yields three frequencies of (out-
come) occurences, which are respectively estimates of p1,
p2, p4 and are therefore denoted p̂1, p̂2, p̂4.
If one could perform an infinite number of measurements
(i.e. K → ∞), the measured values p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 would con-
verge towards the associated asymptotic values, which are
respectively equal to p1, p2, p4. On the contrary, in prac-
tice, due to the finite number K of measurements, the
measured values p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 are different from p1, p2, p4.
In other words, the observation vectors actually provided
to our classical-processing SS methods then do not ex-
actly follow the assumed mixing model defined by (19),
(26), (33). This corresponds to so-called ”noisy mixtures”
in a fully classical SS context and this degrades the accu-
racy of SS. The magnitude of this degradation increases
if the gap between the measured values p̂1, p̂2, p̂4 and the
associated theoretical values p1, p2, p4 increases. There-
fore, this degradation tends to increase if K decreases.

From a mathematical point of view, the above theoretical
behavior of the real system may be modelled as a discrete
random variable, which has four possible values, with corre-
sponding probabilities p1 to p4. We may use any set of four
values as the possible values of this random variable, since
these values have no importance in the model that we aim
at developing: as explained below, they are only used to es-
timate the corresponding probabilities p1 to p4 (or even p1,
p2, p4), which are used in our approach. For instance, if the
result (+1

2
,+1

2
) is obtained when measuring s1z and s2z in

the considered physical system, what is needed to perform
our separation process is the value of the probability p1 of
that result, but not the explicit result of that measurement.

The above practical behavior of the real system may there-
fore be modelled using a software program based on a pseudo-
random generator defined as follows. The theoretical distribu-
tion of the data created by this generator is a discrete random
variable, which has four arbitrarily selected possible values,
with corresponding probabilities p1 to p4, where the values
of p1, p2, p4 are computed by using (19), (26), (33) and the
selected values of r1, r2, ∆I , v. In practice, K trials are per-
formed with this generator. Its four possible outcomes are
thus respectively obtained with frequencies of occurence that
we derive from the data actually provided by the generator,
and which are denoted p̂1 to p̂4. The software program that
we thus defined is the simulator of the practical operation of
the real system that we used to perform the SS tests described
in Section 5.

G Performance criteria

Each elementary test performed with the software defined in
Appendix F uses a single initialization of the coupled qubits,
i.e. a single value of the source vector s = [s1, s2, s3]T with
s1 = r1, s2 = r2 and s3 = ∆I . Such a test yields an estimate
of the above source vector. The estimated source components

are denoted r̂1, r̂2 and ∆̂I hereafter. More generally speaking,
we here consider a series of L such tests. Each test with index
ℓ is performed with a source vector defined by r1(ℓ), r2(ℓ) and
∆I(ℓ). The estimated values obtained for these three compo-

nents are denoted r̂1(ℓ), r̂2(ℓ) and ∆̂I (ℓ).
The separation accuracy may be measured by the asso-

ciated Mean Square Error (MSE) between these initial and
estimated source vectors, or by the corresponding Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE). We compute these parameters sepa-
rately for: (i) r1 and r2 on the one hand, and (ii) ∆I on the
other hand. The motivations for considering separately these
two sets of components are as follows:

– they are of different natures.
– The ranges in which they are varied have different widths.

Therefore, it would be misleading to add their respective
MSE with the same scale factor.

– Anyway, we need to compute the MSE (or RMSE) for
these two sets of components separately: the MSE for
the modulus components r1 and r2 is the same for all
three classical-processing SS methods tested in Section
5. It is therefore only computed once. On the contrary,
component ∆I yields different MSE for each SS method.
The MSE restricted to ∆I should therefore be computed
separately for each method.

The explicit expressions of the two above-defined MSE and
corresponding RMSE are

MSE(r1, r2) =
1

2L

L
∑

ℓ=1

[

(r̂1(ℓ) − r1(ℓ))
2

+(r̂2(ℓ) − r2(ℓ))
2
]

(70)

RMSE(r1, r2) =
√

MSE(r1, r2) (71)

MSE(∆I) =
1

L

L
∑

ℓ=1

(∆̂I(ℓ) −∆I(ℓ))2 (72)

RMSE(∆I) =
√

MSE(∆I) (73)

with ∆̂I (ℓ) and ∆I(ℓ) in radians.

H Matrix form of spin coupling model

The analysis that we presented in Section 3 may also be ex-
pressed in matrix form. To this end, we denote as C+(t) the
column vector composed of the complex magnitudes of the
Components of |ψ(t) > in basis B+, i.e. composed of all co-
efficients cj(t− t0) contained in (9) and defined in (68). Sim-
ilarly, we represent the system state at time t0 (defined in
(7)) by the column vector C+(t0). The analysis that we pre-
sented in Section 3 showed that the expression of |ψ(t) > is
derived from that of |ψ(t0) > by means of a 3-step procedure,
i.e. basis-to-basis transform, phase rotations in eigenbasis and
inverse basis-to-basis transform. This 3-step procedure may
then be straightforwardly rewritten so as to express C+(t)
with respect to C+(t0), using a succession of 3 matrix prod-
ucts respectively corresponding to the above 3 steps. This
yields explicitly

C+(t) = QDQ−1C+(t0) (74)

with

Q = Q−1 =







1 0 0 0
0 1√

2

1√
2

0

0 1√
2

− 1√
2

0

0 0 0 1







(75)
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and D equal to






e−iω1,1(t−t0) 0 0 0
0 e−iω1,0(t−t0) 0 0
0 0 e−iω0,0(t−t0) 0
0 0 0 e−iω1,−1(t−t0)







.

(76)
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